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About Our University
http://www.dsu.edu.pk

DHA Suffa University opened its door in fall 2012 to the youth with a vision to produce world class engineers, computer scientists, entrepreneurs and business leaders; aspiring to be ranked amongst the nation’s top educational institutions of higher education of international standards and has been following curricula that is in line with international practices.

Its achieves this by collaborating with foreign universities for student and faculty exchange programs while also focusing on providing students with health competition and co-curricular activities so that they can get the necessary practical experience to excel in their fields of life.
In a very short time, DSU students pride themselves in having participated and won in a variety of activities from Model United Nations, sporting events to technical competitions.

DSU is providing its student the opportunity to grow in their core industrial fields by facilitating them with all possible guidance and latest technologies, which will in future polish their skills and help them in outshine among other students. DSU is not only working in educational fields but also improvising itself in developing standards of quality and establishing an environment where students can work on their skillsets by setting the ways for enhancing non-technical areas too.

Moreover, our final year projects are also funded by government with major works done in research areas too.

**About ACM Student Chapter of DSU**

Website: [http://www.acm.dsu.edu.pk](http://www.acm.dsu.edu.pk)
Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/acmatdsu](https://www.facebook.com/acmatdsu)
Twitter: [http://twitter.com/acmatdsu](http://twitter.com/acmatdsu)

ACM student chapter at DHA Suffa University was founded on December 2014 written and since then has been working on different activities to introduce people to the field of Computer Science and to help young talent to emerge on the surface. We spread awareness about how ACM supports technology and computing information and how they can find people of the same mind. We bring students that are passionate about their respective field, show dedication and promise hardwork to one platform and bring the best out of them.

We believe that team work is the basic key to success. Throughout the years of hardwork we are now a team of 69 people working as a family day and night to make our student chapter stand at top and upto people’s expectation.

ACM DSU conducts coding based competitions, scratch competition for the beginners and fun and gaming competition to keep a balance between learning and entertainment. The main motto of our chapter is to spread knowledge among the youth about computer technology and how it can help us in the near future. For the same reason, we also conduct Workshops and Heap Sessions, where students are introduced to the latest technology and how they can use them to make things easier.
CHAPTER ACTIVITIES:

Scratch Competition:
Every Semester ACM at DSU organizes Scratch Competition for the first semester students, to help them build up and test their programming skills on the very basic level. It is a free of cost competition. The winners and runner-ups are provided with certificates and cash prizes. On average 85 students attend it every semester.

https://tinyurl.com/l77logf
https://tinyurl.com/jvhzuo4

The BattleX:
ACM at DSU decided to give students a break from studies and invited them to a gaming event i.e. The BattleX. The idea was to spread the awareness about the field of game development among the students. Students from different faculty (Mechanical & Electrical Engineering and BBA) also took part. The winning prize for winners and runner ups was upto Rs. 24,000 along with certificates. Participant attended: 280

https://tinyurl.com/mthcoep

Spectrum:
A major event was organized by ACM @ DSU this year, consisting of 9 various competitions which were Speed Jam (Speed Programming), Speed Debug, Dark Spider (Web Development), Need For Speed, Fifa’17, Logic Hunt, Chess, Poster Design & CS Quiz. The winning (including prize money for runner ups) was up to 70,000 /- Rs. Participants even from different institutes attended the event, the count was: 560.

Page Link: https://tinyurl.com/lsy7jjg
Event Link: https://tinyurl.com/kjuul8f

CrossXCode:
Every year our chapter conducts a programming competition where students from different semesters make team. The basic idea behind such competition is the formation of bond amongst juniors and seniors and to convey the knowledge from seniors to juniors.

https://tinyurl.com/m6sopfn
https://tinyurl.com/m3htcm6
Peer-Mentor-Sessions (PMS):

Peer-Mentor-Sessions are arranged by ACM DSU, to resolve the problems that which are faced by juniors in programming courses. The mentors help them to build their logics and guide them towards a better understanding of Computer Science. ACM DSU has arranged 35 PMS throughout the year. Number of students who attended: 30 (per session)

Heap Sessions:

We understand the need of spreading the awareness about the latest technology and to help people in various domain. Many Heap Sessions have been arranged by ACM DSU to teach students about various topics by skilled mentors or teachers. Some of the Heap were given on: Consolidating C++, Game Development for beginners on construct 2, 3D game development, 3D modelling, introduction to JAVA, Introduction to WordPress etc.

Links: https://tinyurl.com/k64sf5y
https://tinyurl.com/lhqbt6y
https://tinyurl.com/mrcbxy6
https://tinyurl.com/kqdheun
https://tinyurl.com/m66sk6n
https://tinyurl.com/lboxon8
https://tinyurl.com/lwtw33n
https://tinyurl.com/ku2qsv6

Tech-Talks:

ACM DSU has also arranged tech-talks for students to grasp knowledge about industry and their products. A Software Engineer from Facebook visited DHA Suffa University on 5th January 2017, to introduce students to their open source developing tools. Another tech talk was organized by ACM DSU on 18th April 2016, where students were enlightened about Microsoft in Pakistan. Also a tech talk was given by Dr. Muhammad Mubeen Movania on Introduction to Visual Studio.

Pictures from the events:
https://tinyurl.com/m57jk33
https://tinyurl.com/l6nbg3v

Our chapter has been growing stronger day by day and together we can bring the change.